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ABSTRACT 

Surface strain and consistency coefficients of different arrangements of powdered 
pinnacle drain and refined water were resolved through a stalagmometric strategy and a 
straightforward built narrow viscometer separately at 309 K. It was seen that the consistency 
expanded straightly with increment in drain fixation in water, while, the surface strain of the 
pinnacle drain water arrangement was not influenced by any adjustment in thickness, as opposed 
to the normal outcome.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Consistency is an estimation of a frictional power (obstruction) of a liquid. Liquids 
oppose such a connected power (or another question's movement through the liquids) with each 
layer's movement with various speeds. Kinematic thickness is a proportion of a liquid's 
opposition affected by the power of gravity. Kinematic thickness is generally estimated by a 
narrow viscometer, in which by watching the liquid's speed to achieve the base of the long tube. 
All through numerous examinations, it was demonstrated that the more gooey the liquid is the 
slower it voyages; the less thick the liquid is, the speedier it ventures, (Evelyn Kim, 2010). The 
condition that administers liquid coursing is known as Poiseuille's condition. It represents the 
liquids thickness, in spite of the fact that it truly is legitimate just for streamline (non-
tempestuous) stream. Blood moving through veins in the human body isn't precisely streamline, 
yet applying Poiseuille's condition in that circumstance is a sensible first guess, and prompts 
some intriguing ramifications.  

A law, determined by Isaac Newton, that depicts the stream of all liquids of low relative 
sub-atomic mass and furthermore that of a few arrangements of macromolecules. A liquid 
moving course with a speed v, is thought of as various minuscule layers, every one of which 
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slides along the adjoining one, the frictional obstruction between contiguous layers producing a 
symmetrical speed angle, in the y heading. The frictional power, F, between the liquid layers is 
then relative to the region, An, of the layers and to the speed slope between them, (Encyclopedia 
Britanica, 2013), with the end goal that  
 
F= μA(dv/dy), (1)  
 

where the steady μ is known as the coefficient of thickness at the temperature of 
estimation; its corresponding, 1/μ, is the ease.  

Surface strain is a property of fluids with the end goal that their surfaces act like a thin, 
versatile film. Surface strain is made by the internal pulling power applied on the surface of a 
liquid. The surface pressure can likewise be characterized as the power F per unit length L 
tending to pull the surface back, (Wikipedia, 2013).  
 
Surface pressure is given by  
 
γ = F/L, (2)  
 
where F is the connected power and L is the unit lenght.  
 
Comparing (1) and (2), we get  
 
γ= μA(dv/dy)/L (3)  
 

Taking a gander at condition (3), by expanding the thickness, it appears the surface 
pressure will increment. The theory is that if the consistency of a liquid expanded, at that point 
the surface pressure would increment in light of the fact that the particles are all the more firmly 
reinforced. It depends on the possibility that when the union of the particles in a liquid is higher, 
the consistency of the substance will increment and will prompt the expansion of surface strain 
in light of the fact that the water atoms at first glance indicate more attachment. Subsequently the 
connection between the two wonders was explored.  
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD  

Powdered pinnacle drain and refined water were the materials utilized in this 
examination. For assurance of drain mass focus in water, diverse arrangements containing 
distinctive measures of drain in a settled volume of refined water were readied. The arrangement 
for each situation was mixed exceptionally well to get a homogenous arrangement. The densities, 
the season of stream (t), of different arrangements were resolved and utilized figure the thickness 
coefficients (μ) and recorded in Tables (1) under normal temperature of 309 K. The densities 
were controlled by estimating the mass (m) of a given volume (v) of the arrangement and 
utilizing the connection, ρ = m/v. Time t was estimated by an advanced stop-watch (sport clock) 
with exactness of ±0.01 s. A narrow viscometer compose, (Dikko, 2013), was utilized to 
consider the thickness of the arrangements of powdered pinnacle drain incrementally added to a 
settled volume of water. Drop volume strategy - stalagmometric technique was utilized for the 
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surface pressure assurance. For this reason the few drops of the fluid spilled out of the glass 
hairlike of the stalagmometer were weighed. 
 
The heaviness of each drop of the fluid was known, we can likewise check the quantity of drops 
which spilled out to decide the surface pressure. The drops were shaped gradually at the tip of 
the glass slender put in a vertical bearing. The drop begins to tumble down when its weight W is 
equivalent to the perimeter (2πr) increased by the surface pressure γ, (Sergey et al, 2002). Thus, 
we get  
 
W = 2πrγ (4)  
 

Where: W is the drop weight, r is the slim sweep, and γ is the surface pressure of the 
fluid. Revisions were made to the drop volume that might be left on the stalagmometer tip.  
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 Three readings for the season of stream, ts were recorded for Peak drain water blends. 
For refined water the normal of three such readings was recorded to be tw = 1544.12 ± 0.01 
seconds. The temperature amid the tests was recorded at 309 K. To decide the thickness 
coefficient of a given fluid blend, we require the supreme estimation of μw of water at 309 K 
was observed to be 7.22 millipoise from Hand book of Physical Constants, (Cutnell and Johnson, 
1995). Utilizing these estimations of μw, ρw, ρs and ts/tw, the thickness coefficient μs of the 
Peak drain water arrangements were then figured utilizing the condition, (De and Dikko, 2012).  

From the surface pressure of the arrangement did not change with increment in mass 
grouping of pinnacle drain in the arrangement. This uncovers increment in the thickness of the 
pinnacle drain water arrangement did not modify the surface pressure of the arrangement. 
Consequently, the surface pressure did not increment with increment in thickness of the 
arrangement not surprisingly by the theory and the understanding of condition (1).  
 
4. SUMMARY 

Consistency increments straightly with increment in mass convergence of pinnacle drain 
in water. Startlingly, the expansion of mass convergence of pinnacle drain, that is, increment in 
consistency of the pinnacle drain water arrangement does not influence its surface pressure. In 
this manner, surface strain of a pinnacle milkwater arrangement is for all intents and purposes 
not identified with its thickness.  
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